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Abstract--- The polar code is one among the most effective error correcting code, attributable to the 

channel achieving property. In this paper, we propose an optimized and approximate belief propagation 

(BP) decoder for polar code for the first time with efficiency in delay. BP decoder is parallel in nature 

and is more attractive for low-latency applications. Adder is one of the key hardware blocks in BP 

decoder. By utilizing the approximate computation schemes and by using adders such as ripple carry 

adder and parallel self timed adder, delay can be reduced. The design is verified and synthesized using 

Xilinx ISE 14.7. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

The polar code is a new class of error correcting codes that demonstrably achieves the capacity of the underlying 

channels [2]. The result of a superb errors correcting performance is noninheritable when the code is satisfactorily 

long [3]. Among some manuscript’s handling the hardware implementation [2] provided a coding structure that 

arranges all of the message bits in an absolutely parallel method. The absolutely parallel design is attractive butit is 

not acceptable for long polar codes because of the hardware complexity. 

The polar codes are provably ability accomplishing and their regular structure promises energy-efficient codec 

designs. Different decoding concepts are introduced for polar codes[4-13]. Two main decoding concepts are 

successive cancellation(SC) and belief propagation(BP). SC decoding is serial and BP decoding is parallel nature. 

Belief propagation (BP) decoding had drawn lots of interest when creation of the polar codes took place. Based at 

the component graph representation of the codes [6], authors in [7], [8] had investigated the performance of the BP 

interpreting. Results showed that BP decoding had particular benefits with regard to the decoding latency and 

throughput. 

The belief propagation(BP) decoding algorithm for polar codes is based on the factor graph representation of the 

code [7]. Each node is associated with two types of messages: left-to-right messages and right-to-left messages. In 

every new release, the message replacement will start from the leftmost column to rightmost column, then from the 

rightmost to leftmost. Adders are primary circuits to implement any mathematical operationin hardware form.Rapid 

and correct operation of virtual system depends on the performance of adders. The core of each microprocessor, 

digital signal processor (DSP), and information processing application specificintegrated circuit (ASIC) is its data 

path.  
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It is regularly the vital circuit thing if hardware cost and power dissipation is concerned. So here in this paper the 

belief propagation decoder (BPD) of polar codes is designed to offer approximated values with high performance in 

speed by usingoptimized adders. 

II RELATED WORK 

II.I. Approximate BP Polar Decoder 

Before giving information of BP polar decoders, [1] discussed about the division theme first. For (64; 32) polar 

code and discovered that the values of LLR specifically distributed within the interval of [-35, 35], this implies that 

one sign bit and 5 integer bits are needed a minimum for quantizationto get satisfying performance [9]-[10].  

Figure 1 shows factor graph of belief propagation decoding for (8, 4) polar code. Polar BPD illustrated for n-

level factor graph[15]. For (8, 4) polar code, 8 represents information and 4 represents frozen bits. 8*(3+1)=24 nodes 

are present in 3 level factor graph. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Factor graph of BP decoding with N = 8 

F (x, y) = x + y          (1) 

G (x, y) = sign(x) sign(y) min (|x|, |y|)                     (2) 

dj =           (3) 

If (p [n-1: k]) ≥(q [n-1: k]),then the approximate G node predicts (s [n-1: 0]) = (q [n-1: 0]). Otherwise we have (s [n-1: 0]) = (q 

[n-1: 0]). However, while  (p [n-1: k]) = (q [n-1: k]) and the neglected k bits of ‘p’ is small that those of q,  got a wrong 

result. Supposing that p and q are random numbers with uniform distribution, then the chance of (p [n-1: k]) =(q [n-1: k]) 

and the possibility of the (p [k-1: 0]) <(q [k-1: 0]) are derived as follows: 

  (4) 
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 (5) 

II.II. Approximate Architecture for G Node 

Generally, LLR messages are in the form of sign magnitude. The purpose of G-node is magnitude comparison 

for finding minimum number from the inputs. In conventional G-node, almost all bits from MSB to LSB are need to 

be compared to find minimum number.There might be a chance of delay with conventional G-node to find which 

issmall. Conventional G-node result in a long time as well as high power consumption. The error rate(ER) for the 

approximated G-node is represented in equation (6). 

ER=   (6) 

 

Fig 2: Conventional G node. 

 

Fig. 3 Approximate architecture for G-node 

According to (6) for a specific n, a bigger k will purpose more overall performance loss and less hardware in take 

[12]. Half of-rate polar codes with code period N = 64 for simulationused in [1]. The quantization scheme includes 1 

sign bit, 5 integer bits, and three fractional bits. 
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II.III. Approximate Architecture for F Node 

Notice that the conventional F-node suffers from long delay because of change in information format. Also, 

delay and hardware utilization increased due to AOU and comparator in traditional structure.So, in this phase, an 

efficient approximate structure for F node is shown in Fig. 4. For this approximate architecture, subtraction is at once 

executed rather than doing data  conversion before computation. As a result, we only want one data format 

conversion for F node. & are computed at atime and the value of is selected from those 

values. When  ^ = zero, the F node puts in force . Otherwise, it implements . When 

, = . Otherwise, .Approximate computation schemes are added to alleviate the 

contradiction between higher throughput and hardware consumption.  Add one unit (AOU) plays most important role 

in very last computation. In Fig. 5 shown below, only add 1 to the m low-order bits of the input data. In addition, the 

carry out generated when including one is dropped without being propagated to MSB bits. These m low-order bits 

are set to 1, if the carry out bit is equal to 1.  

 

Fig. 4. Approximate architecture for F-node 

 

Fig. 5 Block Diagram of Approximate AOU 

III PROPOSED WORK 

The approximation-based circuits ofF-node is modified to attain delay efficiency; by changing various types of 

adders and their variation in terms of delay are observed.Fig. 2 gives the conventional architecture of G node and 

approximate circuit is shown in the Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 6: Proposed F node. 

Figure 6 shows proposed F-node. When compared to existing architecture of F-node, the proposed architecture 

shows the reduction in terms of area. Here ma and mb are the inputs and ms is output. Here the adder which plays a 

major role in computation in F-node is modified. The add one circuit and inventor is replaced by 2’s complement 

block. The performance of the F-node is verified by trying different types of adders in it. The adders considered are 

ripple carry adder, and PASTA adder.  

III.I. Ripple Carry Adder 

This method is an asynchronous addition networks. Linking the N full adders printed material N bit Binary 

adder. In this perform of going before entire adder turns into the enter bring for the following complete adder. It 

ascertains total and convey as indicated by the accompanying conditions. 

       (7) 

     (8) 

Where i = 0, 1, 2, 3 …n-1 

RCA is the slowest in all adders yet anyway exceptionally smaller in size. If the ripple carry adder(RCA) is 

completed with the useful resource of concatenating N complete adders, the delay of such an adder is 2N gate delays 

from  to . 

 

Fig. 7: Block Diagram of RCA 
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III.II. PASTA(Parallel Self-Timed Adder) 

Another adder is Pasta adder, the general block figure of the Parallel Self-Timed Adder (PASTA) is exhibited in 

Fig.8. Multi bit adders frequently developed from single piece adders utilizing combinational and successive circuits 

for offbeat or synchronous structure. 

 

Fig. 8: Parallel self- Timed adder. 

The contribution for two-input multiplexers relates to the request acknowledgement flag and can be a zero to one 

amendment signification by SEL. It will initially choose the real operands among SEL equal to zero and can change 

to input/convey ways that for ensuing cycles utilizing SEL equal to one. The adder ab initio acknowledges two 

operands to perform half-additions for every bit. during this manner, it emphasizes utilizing previous created convey 

and aggregates to perform half-adder over and over till all convey bits are eaten and settled at zero dimension. Ripple 

carry adder is just arrangement of full adders associated consecutive wherever carry propagates from  full adder 

to last one.Delay is most extreme for this situation on the grounds that the yield won't get produced until the point 

when convey has proliferated until the last full adder. Convey look forward contains combinational circuit which 

computes already. Area is to a great extent expanded for this situation. Obviously, delay is substantially less. 

IV RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

To show the advantage of the proposed approximate F-node over F-node in BP decoder, the relating execution 

results distinctive types of adders in F-node design is explained. It has shown that the planned approximate BP 

decoder shows sensible hardware reduction than the correct one. Compared with the prevailing F-node in decoder, 

the reduction in delay is discovered. The Comparison results are shown in below mentioned table I. 

Here the below table presents the results (in terms of area in LUT’s and delay in nanoseconds) with comparison. 

Which shows the comparisons between F nodes with different adders.  

TABLE I: F-NODE Comparison With Differentadders 

Adders in F-node Area(LUT’s) Delay(ns) 

RCA 51 12.093 

PASTA 46 10.431 
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Figure 9 shows simulation results of F-node. The first waveform represents 8bit output, which is indicated by 

‘m’.Second waveform represents sign bit output, which is indicated by‘s’. Third and fourth waveforms represent 8bit 

inputs, indicated by ‘ma’, ‘mb’ respectively. Remaining two waveforms represents sign bits of inputs, indicated by 

‘sa’ & ‘sb’. 

 

Fig. 9: F-node simulation result. 

Figure 10 shows simulation results of G-node. The first waveform represents sign bit output, which is indicated 

by ‘sz’. Second waveform represents 8-bitoutput, which is indicated by ‘Z’. Third and fourth waveforms are 

represents two sign bit inputs, indicated by ‘sx’, ‘sy’ respectively. Remaining two waveforms represents 8-bit inputs, 

indicated by ‘X’ & ‘Y’. 

 

Fig 10: G-node simulation result. 

 

Fig 11: BPD simulation result. 

Figure 11 shows simulation results for BPD. The first eight waveforms are represent final output, which is 

indicated by d1, d2, d3, d4, d5, d6, d7 & d8 respectively. Next eight waveforms represent inputs, which is indicated 

by u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6, u7 & u8 respectively. 
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V CONCLUSION 

In this paper, optimized and approximation supported BP polar code decoder is implemented. The results shows 

that an approximate computation method causes negligible performance degradation compared with the standard one 

in addition to reducing the delay. Delay seems to improve even more (13.74% for 8 bits) usingPASTA 

adders/subtractors in F-node of BPD. This approximation of architecture can be applied for other polar decoders in 

future. 
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